Steel cage
with mad
Minotaur
inside

Golem statue: "Be
strong to help, be
fast to survive"

Heavy stone: lift up to This heavy wall can
open the passage and be lifted up by some
the cage. Drop it to
mechanism
close both.

HALLS OF
PUNISHMENT
Put victim on a cross
to start the process

Pit traps with stone
spikes below. Each
Lever blocks the
trap triggers 1 sec after mechanism of the
you step on it
wall, fixing it in
current position

Two rooms with vacant x
crosses. Get on the cross
and your worst enemies
come to torture you.

Golem statue:
"Anyone found guilty
will return here later"

Caged in Stone

Cross with old man and
band of raging orcs
around it.

This door is
locked
Golem statue:
"Any weapon is
the source of
trouble. Drop
here!"

Anyone trying to pass this doorway
with a weapon will be teleported onto
vacant xcross (if there is one).
Scorpbridge: Nasty scorpion is patrolling
the area under the bridge. He strikes
anyone trying to cross the mud lake.
Scorpion's poison corrupted this group of
people. They look like banelings.

ENTRY POINT  you
Golem statue. "The one
are teleported here
who passed all the halls
right from the magic
laboratory of your boss can get the reward" 
scribed on his torso.

CAVE OF WONDERS
Big cave lit by the magic globe in the
center. Piles of treasure shinning around.
Name the treasure and you can find it
here! Pick single, and all others vanish at
the same time. Put it back to see them all
again.

Potions of permanent
transformation into mud
mermaid. Mermaids are
immune to magical tunes of
Music Halls.
Crazy alchemist looking for a
potion of temporary trans
formation. Apply your intellect
to help him in his experiment.
Several skeletons
lying around on
the floor

To see THE
ARTIFACT you
should put entire
cave into
complete
darkness

Angel statue: opens
the portal to outside
world. Judges you for your
actions inside the stone.
Found guilty in crimes be
teleported right onto vacant
xcrosses. Calling advocate?

Floodgate (antinoise) system of
two metal doors. You cannot
open second without closing the
first one.
MUSIC HALLS: you got
music delivered right inside
your head! Test your will to
get to the exit. Fail and be
charmed by the tune  roll D6
and walk into the room (12
drums, 34 heavy metal, 56
opera)
Another
floodgate
system.

Golem statue: "The rule is
simple. You can take only
one prize"

The Oracle. Little girl,
owlbear, direrabbit and
zombie doll are sitting
around the table. Be
polite and endure long tea
ceremony to get the
prophecy or face her
anger. Each person can
get only one prophecy.

Group of Mud
Mermaids
singing loudly
nonstop
THE MUD
LAKE
Remains of the wall and
destroyed golem statue.
Clear marks of some
magic explosion.
Drums: Savage tribe
dancing in trance around
the fire. Ancient spirit is in
charge here!
Heavy Metal: Band of
folks in spiked armor
crashing everything
around. Unfortunately,
furniture respawns
repeatedly.
Opera: Lesser Angel
gathered opera singers in
this concert hall. You got
an invitation

Golem statue: "Do
not turn back  you
are too close"

ROOM OF TOTAL
SILENCE: you cannot
hear even your own voice
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